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The Spiritual Tool Box
The ToolBox and its Preface
First Idea of it
The idea of some ToolBox was born in previous month of July 2013 and more shaped into some concrete
form in August when we actually started with it. I myself have known already various spiritual tools for
cleansing, for protection, and for other purposes too which have been in existence already for years still
never there was any entire network of tools as a whole in existence nor published in the Internet.
This idea in my mind I discussed it with our Heavenly Father and he wholly approved thereof and assured
me of his share and support. It goes without saying that all my brothers and sisters were most enthusiastic
about submitting their shares also to this project. Naming this project as ToolBox was elaborated from out
of the idea of a toolbox containing the most essential tools needed in daily life.
Delivering the Tools
When our Heavenly Father submitted his introduction to the ToolBox I also obtained a survey of all
pertaining tools and those Archangels and The Ascended Master concerned with and responsible for each
of his tool. Thus I was able to note that we should have to deal with 8 Tools for this ToolBox.
Energies that are differing
Never before I was given such a similar situation to be able to connect myself to such manifold variety of
energies and Beings of Light and to work with them in some sort of collaboration. This has been a
wonderful yet also strenuous experience - and so valuable that in all of my life which I never want to miss
again. This also goes for all our post-processing work - mutually done in co-operation with Eva Maria - who
took care of proofreading and translation into English in some professional way - it was a great challenge to
us both. Although all texts had been submitted already their energies were deeply sensed by us all through
our bodies when working on post processing texts and their subsequent translation.
Application for everyone in some most simple way possible
When elaborating these tools together with our Father, The Archangels concerned with it and the Ascended
Master of St. Germain we became most aware that there will be many humans being confronted with these
tools for the first time in their lives - and it is this part of Mankind which has to be accordingly introduced in
some rightful way without asking too much from these Human beings. This in mind all texts have been
under mutual review multiple times by our Father, the Archangels, and Master St. Germain, and us until we
- as far as now - all have reached an agreement to our mutual contentment with them.
Be aware of your Responsibility when applying these Tools!
To all of you I'd like to lay close to your heart: "Do not take it too lightly and easygoing when applying these
Tools!" What I mean is that you consciously have to fulfill certain prerequisites and framework-conditions
when resorting to applications of these tools - since otherwise there could be much harm done of all sorts.
Most of the tools are absolutely without any problem lest for one particular tool which - under no
circumstances, never-ever - may be applied to Human or any other Living Being! Detailed pieces of
information are enlisted under each particular Tool and have to be urgently and precisely considered in
accordance to it!
There is also some other urgent matter which you always have to note accordingly: "If you want to apply
these tools - do not overlook that always you have to take into your consideration "The Law of Free Will"!
Application of tools on yourselves may be always done - however, when other people are concerned you
always have to ask their permission beforehand. This is most important and should be taken into
consideration every time and everywhere under all circumstances."
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Thanks
I want to express my deep gratitude since without all of this wonderful assistance from our family of light,
our Heavenly Father, of the Archangels concerned, and the Ascended Master of St. Germain there would
not have come any TOOLBOX into existence - possibly not like this one.
And besides I'd like to express my deeply felt thanks to my spiritual partner, Eva Maria, since her share in
this ToolBox is indescribably great. Without her support in her very humorous and accompanying way this
powerful effort - viz. the production of a ToolBox as such - would not have been possible.
Both of us have grown with this our project of bringing this ToolBox into life here. And we have gotten the
special chance to work mutually with various energies so much differing in character.
This is a present from our Family of Light, from Eva-Maria alias (Contra)Mary, and from myself.
Wishing you with all our hearts many marvelous and precious moments of Life when you apply tools from
out of this ToolBox
Namasté
The cosmic messenger pigeon
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ToolBox - Introduction
Beloved humans on Earth. This is your Heavenly Father speaking to you. And this time I am not coming with
a message to you - it is these tools and some pieces of assistance that I want to submit to you. These "Tools"
will not be placed to your disposal solely by myself - no, it is far more some mutual work collaborated by
myself, my sons, and daughters.
It is entirely optional and up to you which tool you make use of in what sequence. The only pre-requisite for
applying them is your firm belief and intention to avail yourselves of all possible options of those tools
which we shall submit to you.
Archangel Michael, my son, will be available to you for assistance in this procedure - in either option - be it
as channel-medium and also as human aspect incarnated here on Earth in the Time of Now. He is my son
and also my right hand here on Earth. Whoever needs his support may only call out for him. He will be there
for you and at your side - and in this context I mean that special part of him from my heavenly side. The
other part of him staying on your side will be given another task. One of these tasks has already been
announced and therefore is known to you - other ones will follow in communication and publication in due
course when time will have become mature enough for it.
Now regarding the "Tools: Both, my channel-medium and my Son have named this project as "Toolbox" and
I think it is a good name. In time to come we shall equip this "Toolbox" with all needy implements and tools.
It is imperative that on application of all tools all details resp. limitations are strictly to be adhered to since
otherwise you may afflict harm to yourselves and others. Most of the Tools are absolutely without any
problem. There are - however - some which may be solely applied according to their application method as
described. It is our target that the "Toolbox" is meant to assist you in the issues of your daily life as a sort of
escort and companion. It will contain various tools designed for most different applications. And it will be
entirely your decision what you choose to apply and which you consider the most useful tool for your very
own purpose.
Nobody will interfere with you in any way. It is only for supporting you that we shall stay at your side and
escorting you in all that you do and what you apply.
And now here is a tiny survey of what this "Toolbox" entails. In there following tools will be found and at
your disposal:
1. The Protecting Shield of Archangel Michael.
2. The Protecting Shield of Ascended Master St. Germain
3. The Purgatory Flame of Archangel Raphael
4. The Purgatory and Transforming Flame of Ascended Master St. Germain
5. The Energizing Light of the Creator, Father of All-There-Is
6. The Transmuting Energy of Archangel Metatron
7. The Dissolving Flame of Archangel Jophiel
8. The Healing Flame of Archangel Raphael
Each one of above listed tools will be submitted from each respective one held responsible for the tool in
question.
The introduction is up to me and also the Energizing Light of Creation. I do hope you will be pleased with all
tools which we place at your disposal. It is the very first time that all the most important tools will be given
to you completely together in a "sachet" here under the name of "Toolbox".
And it will also be the very first time that we matched up our "Community work" in a harmonizing way. You
will find that the tools are flowing over each other in some constructuring mode.
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I am curious and excited about how many humans now will finally learn to apply these tools since still up to
now you do not make enough use of all celestial tools given to you. There are still humans doubting and not
believing these tools being effective or functioning properly.
Keep in mind, please, those who believe will be able to move mountains!
Now we have had enough of all introduction - I shall leave it now to my children to carry on since they are
patiently awaiting their turn to deliver their parts for the "Toolbox" here.
In great love to all you my children.
Your Father
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ToolBox - Archangel Michael and his Shield of Protection
My beloved Humans, this is I, Archangel Michael, speaking to you. I'll have the pleasure to assume here my
very own part of the "Toolbox" so named by my Father in his introduction. This my participation is quite
simple yet very effective. If you want to protect yourself in your daily life my Tool will be available to you any
time of the day.
I'd recommend that you build up this protection freshly every day since it loses its validity after 24 hours due to the Law of Free Will which we have to adhere to.
With regard to the Protective Shield of Archangel Michael. This my shield is based on my blue flame or on
my blue ray (for those preferring a ray instead of a flame). Now proceed as follows and we really shall keep
it simple and short since you do not want to spend / waste much time with applying any tools (chuckles).
Proceed as follows. I shall describe it here in some simple and enumerating way:


Call upon me, e.g.:
"Archangel Michael, please, come to me with your blue ray / blue flame!"



"Archangel Michael, I beg you to envelope me into your blue ray / blue flame!"



It would be best to visualize the blue ray / blue flame how it is enveloping and is around you. It does
not matter whether you may be able to really perceive it or not - believing in it is the most
important part.



Now you tell the ray/flame in what way it is to protect you. Taking for example that one which my
channel is using as such since it is simple and effective.
"Please, protect me against everything not arising from The Light and foremost not caused by
Love and Divine Consciousness!"

This is everything you have to do - however, keep in mind that this protective shield might be weakened in
its powerful effect from inside out, i.e. if there are any negative thoughts or emotions or anything of the
sort in you, the protection of the shield then will collapse.
This is made for one special reason i.e. that all negative energy may flow off from you since otherwise this
negative energy might remain with you and be of some substantial damage to you. We do not want
anything of the sort and that is why this specialty has been affixed to the ray/flame of Blue.
So if you sense that you may have had any negative emotion or thought of this sort - I should in such case refresh the protection of the shield as described above. This is what I recommend in such cases. You may
refresh - renew the Shield of Protection as many times as you want to. You are free in any way to handle it
and it is up to your very own discretion.
I do wish you a successful proceeding with it and I am all set to assist you in every matter.
yours Archangel Michael.
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ToolBox - Ascended Master St. Germain and his Shield of Protection
Beloved Humans here on Earth, this is I, the Ascended Master of St. Germain. It is a pleasure speaking to
you through this channel for the first time and I am pleased too to submit herewith my very part to the
newly created "Toolbox". This is some valuable contribution and will supplement all tools already delivered.
In some introductory talk before my channel started writing everything down I explained to him preferences
and laughters of us all from our side.
I explained that the violet Flame may be applied for most various purposes, which among others may entail
purgation, transformation but protection also.
Especially it is the protection which does not compete to that of my brother Archangel Michael. On the
contrary these our both tools are supplements to each other. However, here I shall focus only on its special
protective ability. Those other of Purgation and Transformation I shall leave here for some later time of Now
or some other chapter to come.
I shall proceed likewise as done by my brother in a listed mode already known to you since doing so we may
follow some alike pattern and thus it may be easier for you when trying to remember the annexed
procedure. In the following you may find my explanations hereunder:


Call upon me and My Violet Flame, e.g.:
"I ask you, please, St. Germain that you come to me with your Violet Flame!"
I'd rather·have the Flame than the ray. But if you prefer the ray you may call upon it also since it will
display the same effect.



Now it is time to give your order to the Violet Flame. I shall give some examples here how this may
be done for your protection:
o

"Violet Flame, protect me please against all negative energies and emotions reaching out
to me and achieve that these are all transformed into light!"

o

"Violet Flame, I herewith give you my order to safeguard this location/space against all
energies and emotions of the negative sort so that all here may live in peace and
harmony!"

o

"Violet Flame, I herewith order you to safeguard this object against all negative energies
and emotions and requesting you to transform all those energies of the negative kind to
be transformed to their contrary.

Now it should be clear how you may establish your protection with the help of the items listed above. Draw
up your very own combination of protection and also ponder about your procedure and my Violet Flame
will be of obedience to you.
I shall be always at your side and assist you at this procedure as well as possible. This I promise you. I do
hope you will be pleased with my Violet Flame and the protection of it. I shall return again and deepen your
knowledge about the purging and transforming power/function of the Violet Flame which I described
already a little above.
With great Love for you
yours St.Germain
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ToolBox - Archangel Raphael and his Flame of Purgation
My beloved humans here on Earth. This is I, Archangel Raphael speaking. Also I feel very much honored and
appreciate the possibility to submit my special share here for the "Toolbox". Since you have known me
already for quite some time through this channel - being my very channel for all my messages and this will
also remain in Time of Now to come. However, this is not the topic of today but it is exactly what the
purging part of my Flame is about which I'd like to submit to you.
It is for two purposes·that my Flame of Emerald Green may be applied to. One is that of Purgation - the
other one is for Healing. Today resp. in this very conveyance here I shall respond to the purging effect or
function and alike all my preceding brothers I'll do it by such enlisting mode as already done before.


And here are my explanations now. Call upon me and "My Emerald-Green Flame" as follows:
"Archangel Raphael, please, come to me and bring Your Emerald-Green Flame!"
You will either sense my presence afterwards or not - this is not relevant whether sensing my
presence or not. It will suffice that you believe and accept my presence.



Now you have to visualize how the emerald-green flame pervades your entire body. Imagine how
the emerald-green flame or light flows through your Crown Chakra - right on top of your head - with
a left-turn into your body. Follow the light from top to bottom by visualizing the spiral left-turn
going further down.



According to each of your evolution you may be able to perceive the light/flame·and its turn or
even visualize it. Also here it is of no relevance whether you are able to see resp. visualize it - it is
your belief which is important and I did mentioned it before.



Now you will be able to submit your order to the emerald-green flame concerning the purgation
that you desire. Here also I shall give you an example how to do it:
o

“I am requesting you, emerald-green flame that you purge me from all negative energies
and emotions!”

o

“I am requesting you, emerald-green flame that you purge everything in and around
myself which does not serve me to my utmost wellbeing!”

o

“I am requesting your, emerald-green flame that everything is purged by you that is still
in me of negative energies and safeguard as well as any return of such energies may be
no more possible!”

This sort of procedure is being made possible only since lately the influx of light has been increased
to such a high extent. This could not have been done in such a way before. Keep in mind that this is
a most effective way of application
I should like to add hereto some supplementary explanation which my channel has asked me to do.
All emotions lived and experienced by you - they will always return to you since they are yours. This
is something the emerald-green flame will not be able to take from you for good. This is important
to keep in your mind as otherwise it would not be understood in the rightful way.
As from all above described and listed items you will note what is made possible here and in the Time of
Now. You may complement it or leave parts of it off. Still it is essentially important that you make some sort
of clear decision beforehand what it is that you want to draw into your life and doing so surely you will
succeed finally.
With such great love to you, my beloved humans here on Earth
yours Archangel Raphael
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Toolbox - Ascended Master St. Germain and his Purging and Transforming Flame
My beloved humans here on Earth. This is I, the Ascended Master St. Germain speaking. Today it is my
pleasure to submit to you all basics regarding the purging and transforming flame belonging to me. I shall
submit something quite new to you which until now has never been disclosed to humans here on earth.
My Violet Flame is of quite some age and well known since long. Its functioning and effect has never
changed over all these years and thus the Father and I have decided that it is time to establish now some
very new function and quality with my Violet Flame.
Thus we submit to the ToolBox the brand new function of The Violet Flame and donate it as a precious gift
for the whole of Gaian Mankind to apply this as a new tool. It is solely due to the previous massive Influx of
Light that this new function has been made possible.
I now should like to enlist everything as you know it from my predecessors.


Call upon me and my Violet Flame according to the given example here:
“I call you St. Germain to come here to me with your Violet Flame!"





Then give your particular order to the Violet Flame. It is highly intelligent and will obey all your
order. And therefore it is so essential that your order is formulated in a clear and most distinct way. I
shall give you some samples hereof showing you possible applications:
o

“I am ordering you to purge this room now - dissolve all negative energies and submit
these into realms of light!”

o

“I am ordering you to envelope this object - dissolving all negative energies and submit
these into realms of light!”

o

“I am ordering you to free this object and its interior from all negative energies and
assuring simultaneously that none of these energies may leave this room and its
surrounding space!”

o

“I am ordering you that you envelope this area or this region into your Violet Flame
dissolving all negative energies and emotions leading these into Realms of Light!”

Now we are arriving at the very brandnew part which so far has never been submitted before. You
will be surprised about all that may be done with this tool. I myself am quite proud of this very
function since this will be such a great relief for mankind to establish this brandnew tool into
everybody's daily life.
Now here is the invocation and its function with following wording:
"I call upon The Violet Flame of the Ascended Master St. Germain and I request you that all
objects that I enter or inhabit will be liberated from any negative energies and emotions. All these
low-vibrating energies are to be transformed and led into the Light!"



And this is the very last function of The Violet Flame which is so powerful and effective.
This has been known already for quite some time however has not been applied so often although
it is so highly appropriate for such matters.
And here is now the appertaining explanation: If there is any difficult event in the offing such as an
examination, some interview of applying for a professional job or similar matters you may be able to
make use and serve yourselves of The Violet Flame for these sort of purposes.
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And this is being done as follows:
o

"I am calling upon The Violet Flame and give following order:
At my examination taking place tomorrow it will purge me from all negative
forces/energies/emotions safeguarding at the same time that such clean and purged
state will be sustained!”

o

“I am calling upon The Violet Flame and give following order:
Please give me all your support at the Meeting which I shall attend in the afternoon
today. The particular room in which I attend this meeting is to be purged and transformed
adequately. This is my very wish and this shall be done!”

The last two items are some very powerful and effective methods to put the violet flame to use for
its adequate purposes.
There is still some quite important matter which I want to lay to your heart with all seriousness
since my channel has referred to it:
When you are giving your orders to The Violet Flame - please, refrain from stating any precise time
e.g. 1400 or 1600 h. Why? Because of any change of time my Violet Flame might not be able to
execute orders in a correct way. That is why I recommend you to state the exact occasion and the
span of time in which it will take place. It is a matter of course that - in case of meanwhile changed
circumstances - you may refresh this order all the time and thus the adaption will be added thereto
in consequent order to the original one
Concluding my tool of The Violet Flame now, you will have noted that there are manifold purposes for its
applications. However it is indispensable that all your orders given to The Violet Flame are done most
precisely and correctly. It will obey all your orders and will do exactly everything according to your order.
Always be aware of this very fact and you will have a most powerful tool in your possession. I wish you good
success with the above described applications.
With great love to you
yours St. Germain
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ToolBox – The Creator, Father of All-There-Is and his Energizing Light
Beloved Humans, I, The Heavenly Father, want to submit also my share to the "ToolBox". I know, St.
Germain, my son, has mentioned it and my son is grimacing already again since he knows what is in the
offing now.
It is a considerable need of mine that humans may know that many Archangels have been incarnated on
earth now. My channel and my son already have found all of them and found also something very amazing.
It is not yet the time now to publish this very fact but he will get soon permission to do so in due course.
We do not refer here to naming them but to where they have been incarnated. You will be amazed about
where Archangels like most to be. And you will be amazed that all of them - with some few exclusions - have
been incarnated in such a narrow space - some fact which never could be accounted for. This all may be
traced down to specific causes and the latter ones will be revealed at some later period.
Shall we deal now with that part related to the "ToolBox"? Just like all the others before me I'll submit to
you my share in some enumerable way. These tools listed shall be to your assistance when you call upon my
Light and to conduct it through your body. Thus you will attain some wonderful relief, alleviation, as well as
also strength and vitality.
Shall we now start with the enlisting of the tools, my children?


Call upon the Creative Light, e.g.:
"I am calling upon the Creative Light to join me!"



Now visualize how the Creative Light flows from above through your Crown Chakra into your body.



Imagine how the region of your heart is being filled with light and visualize how your heart resp. the
point of light in your heart is growing ever increasingly until your whole body is being filled with this
kind of creative light.



Once this has been done - stay in such condition for a short while and enjoy the creative light. It will
affect you in such ways as described above.

This is all there is to it already. It is simple but efficient. Do make use of this creative light in regular
instances and you will go through life in some better way being more charged with strength and more
vitalized. This I can promise you.
Let's go to the finish here, my children. I, the Creator, your Father, will always accompany you when you
apply these tools from the ToolBox. I believe it important that you are aware that I, your Father, shall always
be at your side. I furthermore believe it essential that you always may call upon us whereupon we shall
always rush to your assistance and support everywhere you are and where it is allowed for us.
Go forward and enjoy my creative light and take your special delight in applying these wonderful tools with
which my children have provided you.
With great Love to you my children
The Father and Creator
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ToolBox – Archangel Metatron and his Transforming Energy
My beloved Humans here on Earth, this is I, Archangel Metatron speaking. Just alike my predecessors it is
my great pleasure to submit to you my special share to the "ToolBox" which is not big but very efficient.
There are only a few who know about my Silver-Violet Ray which has a very specialty of function or better
explained "Field of Operation". And the latter I'd like to explain here to you:


This my special Ray may be put to use for dissolving all negative energies particularly with
environmental pollution, -Toxicities, and Similarities.



Never - ever may this ray be applied to Human or animal Beings nor to any living organism!
Excluded therefrom is your manifold Nature here on Earth since the latter always entails also Life in
every form. This is the sole and peculiar limitation regarding this my ray which I am putting closely
to your heart. Everything else is enlisted here in the following so that you may apply it in your daily
life.

I shall proceed with it in the very alike enlisting mode following my predecessors here:


Call upon me and my Special Ray like this:
"I am calling upon you Archangel Metatron! Come to me with your Silver-Violet Ray!”



Thereafter you take to following visualization: You imagine how my Silver-Violet Ray surrounds
some particular region or location enveloping it simultaneously and then you speak out your
following order to it; (Example given)
"Silver-Violet Flame this is my order to you: Transform all toxic and damaging matters found by
you in order to prevent that humans and Planet Earth are no longer exposed to such poisonous
and harmful substances!"



As soon as you have done your visualization and delivered your subsequent order accordingly there
is no more need to hold your focus on it. All the remainders will be delivered by my Silver-Violet
Ray.

And this has been already everything to it. Since you will note: "All has been done in a short, concise, and
efficient way!" Which is one of your preferences, my beloved Humans!
Additionally there is something else I'd like to refer to and this is something very essential tied to its
application!
When applying the Silver-Violet-Ray I'd like to submit to you some essentials which - in case these are not
observed by you - might afflict harm to those concerned by any wrong application. Still as long as you
adhere to my detailed notes hereunder absolutely nothing of any harmful way may happen nor endanger
anybody nor anything.
When applying my Silver-Violet Ray you always have to be aware that this my ray refers to matters only
which are of "not living" Material and thereby the term of "not living" might be a very versatile and flexible
expression in your language. As from our side everything deriving from our Creator is considered as some
living being. This is why we are expressing this term of limitation as simple as possible.
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Do work with my Silver-Violet Ray at particular locations or regions being polluted or poisoned. Since even
nuclear pollution may be purged resp. dissolved herewith. However, in order to receive some more
substantial results in such cases this will need about at least 5 people which should proceed in this
application with some concentrated and collaborated visualization. In such case groups of people may be
much more effective than one single person.
All living beings at the corresponding location or region will not be influenced because your concentration is
solely on the clearance of toxics or pollution. It is likewise possible to carry out an all-over cleansing of living
beings in the very same region - yet this has to be done with the Violet Ray or Flame of the Ascended
Master St. Germain.
Such is the procedure which may be used to neutralize all most immense pollutions here on Earth.· It is the
same kind of procedure applied by your Galactic Brothers on their Space-Ships yet on a much more complex
and greater level.
I do hope by precising this fact to have made myself clear to you, my beloved humans, and I herewith wish
you a very good operation in applying my "Silver-Violet Ray" !
Thus you will be able to do to Gaia a very great favor and be of great assistance to her too so that she may
be relieved and freed from any toxic pollution and radio-activities.
I presume that she would be so grateful to you, my beloved humans.
Arriving at concluding my explanations here I thank you very much that you are willed and prepared to
apply all tools here according to their beneficial purposes. Since it is only by the most careful application of
all these tools that healing of you, human- and animal-beings and will be achieved and finally of Gaia
herself!
With my very great Love to all of you
yours Archangel Metatron
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ToolBox – Archangel Jophiel and his Dissolving Flame
My beloved humans here on Earth. This is I, Archangel Jophiel speaking to you. It has been some while
when I directed myself to you, humans on earth. I am an Archangel who prefers acting more in the
background of everything pulling strings. I am not one alike my brethren and sisters being on the forefront
and supplying you always with latest news, sage matters, and spiritual topics.
Thus it is my very special pleasure today to submit to you my particular share to the ToolBox. This my
Dissolving Flame is even more unknown to you than that of Archangel Metatron since - as already
mentioned - my activities are those in the background.
This also applies to the activity of my Flame being mostly in the background and it will be of much use to
you if you want to provide your home, office or else locations with some positive energy. Since it is this
positive energy which dissolves slowly all negative energies in some gentle and tender way. And this is
sometimes needed when wanting to free a person, a place, or an object from negative energies in some
slower manner.
This has something to do with issues when it is not meant nor foreseen that some human or object shall be
freed from negative energies in a speedy way.
There may be some particular various reasons for it which I do not want to explain here furthermore as this
would be going beyond any scope here.
Shall we attend now to the application or better expressed "invocation" and use of my "Dissolving Flame".
I'd recommend following procedure:


Call upon me and my "Dissolving Flame" to come to you. This may be done in subsequent way:
"I call upon Archangel Jophiel and his Dissolving Flame" to come to me!"
You will have noticed that I do not have a specific color of my own. It is by its sound and name of my
flame which will suffice to call up the quality needed. To explain it furthermore is quite a complex
matter to be done and we shall leave it here as it is.



Now you give your order to my flame analogically to the Violet Flame of the Ascended Master St.
Germain in a most precise way. And this may be subsequently done :
o

"I am calling upon you, Archangel Jophiel, to come to me with your "Dissolving Flame" in
order to liberate this location/room from all negative energies and emotions!"

o

"I am calling upon you. Archangel Jophiel, to come to me with your "Dissolving Flame"
and I request you please to envelope this object with your flame and dissolve all negative
energies as well as emotions!"

o

"I am calling upon you, Archangel Jophiel, to come to me with your "Dissolving Flame"
and I request you please to envelope all people here with your "Dissolving Flame" in order
to dissolve all negative energies and emotions!"

As you may note from my explications you may make use of all possible formulations alike those with the
Violet Flame of St. Germain. It is a matter of course that my flame does not own the same intelligence like
that one of St. Germain - nevertheless it may be given orders to and to be put to use. It is not necessary to
do any sort of visualization hereby.
Please note: on application of my Flame this may be put to use only at people or objects which beforehand
have agreed to or having declared their will to undergo it. Regarding objects concerned I herewith refer only
to humans living or working in such objects.
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It is not allowed to apply my Flame without asking the permission of those involved before since it would
violate "The Law of Free Will". And this is why I request you always to ask first for permission before
whether you may conduct such application or not.
As long as your very own locations are concerned this will be allowed as it is entirely your very own job and
entirely up to you.
With this amendment I do hope to have shown you how essential/important it is always to have in your
mind "The Law of Free Will".
As it is one of the most essential laws here on Earth and as such is permanently observed by us. If it is not
being adhered to – in such case there will be subsequent consequences to endure as e.g. substantial
increase of Karma - something which we really never should like to recommend to you (chuckles).
I do wish you much enjoyment when working with my Flame and you will see how pleasant My Flame is
and how helpful it will prove to free some particular locations from negative energies in a moderately slow
and continuous way!
With such great Love to all of you
yours Archangel Jophiel
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ToolBox – Archangel Raphael and his Flame of Healing
My beloved Humans, this is I, Archangel Raphael speaking. I am submitting to you the 2nd part of my
message concerning my Emerald-Green Flame. You know already about its "Purgatory Function" and this
will be supplemented now by its "Function of Healing".
As I have told you already with my previous message: "The Emerald-Green Flame" is put to use always when
you have to cope with difficulties in your daily life. Be it now with negative energies or with pains and
injuries.
I'd like to give you the special method how to proceed with it using the same way of enlisting it as already
known to you. Please, keep in mind that it does not matter at all that you are able to perceive what you are
visualizing - no - simply imagine that it is so and your efforts will be crowned by success.
Now how to proceed:


First of all you call upon me and my Emerald-Green Flame according to the example given
hereunder:
"Archangel Raphael I'm calling upon you and your "Emerald-Green Flame" come to me!"



Imagine then that the "Emerald-Green Flame" is enveloping you from top to bottom of your entire
body.



Let it continuously flow through your body and give it in the following your order how it may
support you.



Even here I also give you some example which you may adjust according to your special needs:
"Emerald-Green-Flame" I am asking you please to heal my spine from all and every pain and
submit these pains to your particular Flame!"

I'd recommend you to continue with your visualization for some more minutes and you will sense the
"Emerald-Green Flame" and in accordance to your degree of your particular evolved sensitivity you will be
able to also perceive it or not. If you do not sense nor see anything do not suppose that it has not
functioned yet this concerns only your sensitivity concerning the "Emerald Green Flame".
This is already finishing the procedure to apply my "Emerald-Green Flame" for healing purposes.
Wishing you a splendid healing process and please keep always in mind: "Whenever you call upon me - I
shall come right away and give you all possible support that I can!"
With such great Love to you, my humans
yours Archangel Raphael
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